
THE SUSTAINABLE CATERING COMPANY



Food production
Food & beverage management
Sustainable catering
Circular economy

Greenbox Food Ltd (Greenbox Food Co)

intends to make the next decade as

delicious and sustainable as possible. 

The UK veggie/vegan market is growing at

an unprecedented rate and is expected to

equate to 25% of the entire UK food

market by 2025. We hope you can join our

journey to define this market and change

the face of UK catering. 

OUR COMPANY



 THE
COMPANY

Greenbox Food Ltd.

The main business functions of Greenbox Food Co is split into three key

revenue streams 

- Event catering

- Contract catering

- Food & beverage management

Within event catering we have traditionally been focused on large-scale public

events, trading at the highest caliber of event such as The Formula one and

The Platinum Jubilee. While these are lucrative and give great brand exposure,

they hold a high risk profile. 

We are positioning our company to take on large contracts within this industry

to minimise risk and increase revenue. This type of contract includes crew

catering for large-scale events, production companies as well as brand

activation functions. 

The contract catering function of Greenbox was incorporated in February of

2022 and has already generated £250,000 with a healthy profit yield and a

self-sufficient team servicing the contract.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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Greenbox Food Ltd.

While the market of vegan food is becoming increasingly competitive on the

side of retail, we are focused on capturing market share of plant-based B2B

catering. A market expected to exponentially grow. 

Our funding objective is to implement the organisational framework needed

to begin scaling. This involves hiring & outsourcing key roles. 

We are looking to secure up £2.5 million over the next three years to support

the infrastructure necessary for scaling our existing model. 

The business plan will be implemented by our team of directors managing our

key operations supported by the proposed infrastructure. 

Tom Smith - Director of Events

Ross Milne - Director of Operations

Charles Howe - Commercial & Corporate Director

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Our forecasted revenue for 2022 was £400,000, we are on track to end the year

with revenues of £500,000. Profit from 2022 has been spent paying off debts

incurred from the pandemic whilst investing into new revenue generating

business functions. 

We expect to 2X our revenue for 2023, with a greater focus on streamlining

business functions. With financial backing we can expand further within our

revenue streams, acquiring essential assets to service the most prestigious and

high-value contracts.
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Greenbox Food Ltd.

We are looking to secure up £2.5 million over the next three years to support the infrastructure

necessary for scaling our existing model. 

25% Organisational infrastructure 

20% Asset purchasing 

10% Production facility 

20% Working capital

5% Marketing

5% R&D

15% Stock purchasing

The budget allocation of this investment:

Phase 1: £500,000
Asset purchasing 

Vehicles £50,000

Catering unit £50,000

Crew catering unit £100,000

Organisational Infrastructure £120,000

Stock purchasing £150,000

Phase 2: £750,000
Asset purchasing 

Vehicles £50,000

Catering unit £50,000

Crew catering unit £100,000

Organisational Infrastructure £130,000

Stock purchasing £150,000

Production facility £200,000

Marketing £35,000

R&D £35,000

Phase 3: £1,250,000
Optimise revenue streams for profit maximisation while expanding into retail markets. 

INVESTMENT
STRATEGY 



Founded in 2017 by Ross Milne & Tom Smith, Greenbox was born from an old family

recipe and a love for food, going on to be a key player in the UK's event catering

scene serving its heritage to thousands across the nations largest events. 

Greenbox Food Co has come out from the pandemic in a strong position for growth.

We have secured contracts within event and contract catering, with a healthy sales

pipeline for 2023. To truly capitalise on the opportunities present, we are seeking to

partner with a business development expert to assist with investment capital and

business development. 

We intend to restructure Greenbox to bring it in-line with its current business needs.

We started this company as friends making good food and good times, our journey

has taken us deeper into the sustainable benefits of the plant-based movement and

we have become a leading company within our field. With the assistance of an

expert of commerce we know Greenbox can grow into the number one fully plant-

based catering company in the country. With opportunities to cater the largest crew

events and take on giant catering contracts, we can change the face of British

catering and lower the global impact of British food. 

Event Catering
Competing at the highest level of the UK event industry. Our

functions include: music festivals, sporting events, crew catering

& experiential pop-ups.

F&B
An adjacent revenue stream and value added service to our

existing contracted works. 

Contract Catering
As part of a newly acquired contract, Greenbox will be providing

service contract catering. A revenue stream with high security

and potential growth.

THE COMPANY
Lettuce eat plants.



We pride our place in driving sustainable change at every event we attend. 

The acquisition of a catering unit which is suited to the specifications of premium events will allow

Greenbox to cater prestigious & lucrative such as Royale Ascot, Lords Cricket & The Royal Flower

Show, all of which have already been offered to our company.

We have a strong private event pull from our search engine optimisation, being one of the number

one vegan private event carers when you search through google. We turn away a large number of

events due to our limited capacity to service these events. We plan to build an event team large

enough to service all profitable event avenues.

THE COMPANY

Event Catering

Festivals Sporting Corporate 



THE COMPANY

Crew Catering

Film & TV Sets

Large scale sporting Events

Public & Private Sector.

Pioneering a fully plant-based crew catering model. We serviced two crew catering jobs last

year equating to £55,000 with a high profit percentage yield.

 We have also established a strong network within the events industry, solidifying ourselves as

one of the nation's leading vegan caterers on the event circuit. 

2023 and beyond, we have a partnership in the pipeline with a production company that

services 30 festivals over the year, with the plan for us to become their main supplier. We have a

meeting in January to confirm the scope of the partnership.

We have noticed a gap in the services provided for the crew. Crew were constantly having to

leave the site to facilitate their other needs and requirements. We aim to fill this gap with

something we are calling ‘The Crew Village.’ As well as providing plant-based crew catering at

these events we will pair the Event business with the F&B business to service an onsite

convenience shop for the crew, providing them with additional drinks, snacks and essentials for

the crew to purchase during the event run. We also aim to provide a relaxation area with games

and sofas for crew and staff to be able to escape the demanding task of building a festival.

As well as the current accessed sector of ‘festival crew catering’ there is a very large and

lucrative untapped markets of;

In previous years event catering has been our primary revenue stream, relying heavily on its

success we chased all possible leads resulting in more unsuccessful attempts. Now with

multiple areas of the business becoming profitable we have the opportunity to refine the

process to maximise profits and lean into our event specialist knowledge
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THE COMPANY

Contract Catering

There is a strong indication that the future of office catering is plant-

based. Companies are spending large amounts of money to reduce

their carbon footprint and overall green impact. A plant-based and

sustainably focused catering partner can easily quarter their food

emissions. 

We are uniquely positioned to help companies achieve this via carbon

labelled menus and quarterly impact reports, not to mention the most

important part, our food being delicious, healthy and optimised for an

efficient workforce.

We have an established team servicing a managed full-

stack catering contract for an important Global NGO.

Coming up to year 1 out of 3, this service has developed

into additional revenue streams and is run by a self-

sufficient team. 

Both pipeline sites would hold a combined expected revenue of £500k per

annum, with adjacent chargeable F&B services. Part of our 2023 sales outreach

is to acquire new in-house office contracts with the objective of 10 sites within 5

years.

Longview Fora Office,
Shoreditch
We have submitted a tender for

a managed contract in

Shoreditch, London. Using a

dark-kitchen model, should this

contract be signed it will open

the door to London office

catering, an area we intend to

pursue within our outreach of

2023. 

St. Aldates Office, Oxford
A three storey co-working

space within the NGO &

philanthropic sectors. Of

similar scale, to the existing

site with an increase in covers

by around 20% projected to

open June 2023. We have

submitted a tender for the

design and installation of the

commercial kitchen for the site

alongside our full-stack food

service. 



THE FUTURE OF FOOD

Operations

Suppliers

Transparency in Supply Chain
Local & Seasonal Produce

Independent suppliers
Minimising plastic packaging

Low impact chemicals
Low emission logistics

Sustainability
 

Seasonal Menus
100% Plant-Based Company

Zero Waste Goals
Carbon Offset Workforce

Recycled Cooking Oil in Biofuel
Supportive of Organic & Fair Trade

Suppliers

Greenbox Food Co values creating low impact supply-chains. 



CIRCULAR BUSINESS MODEL

Operations

Our business functions have developed a natural synergy between
departments, one that will be highly beneficial with scale. 

 
Our catered contract site is user-feedback centric, meaning that we improve

recipes and food service based on real-time daily consumer feedback of around
100 consumers per day, a think-tank for food. The recipes and systems refined
on-site are then used within the crew catering service, so when we go to new

sites we can guarantee tried and tested scale catering food systems. 
 

Our food & beverage/ops functions also feed into this shared beneficial sphere.
We benefit from purchasing power of stock from suppliers, meaning that when
we take our stock to crew events, we are now paying a fraction of our previous

costs, this will only improve with time. 
 

Food & Beverage Logistics

Recipe development/
staff training

Economies of scale

Contract Catering Event Catering



THE MARKET
OPPORTUNITY

Greenbox Food Co



The UK Vegan market is the fastest

growing food sector, displacing

traditional Dairy & Meat industries. It is

an inclusive industry with over half the

population estimated to follow a flexi-

vegetarian diet. 

The internet has shone a light into the

repercussions of mass-scale animal

agriculture industries: land use,

resource drain, climate change and

inhumane treatment of animals. This

has caused a surge in conscious

consumers choosing more sustainable

diets and lifestyles. Veganism,

vegetarianism and meat reduction is a

trend which has increased seven-fold

in the last 5 years,. Estimations show

this phenomenon is only going to

continue to grow.

Some segments of the vegan food

market are already beginning to

saturate, with fast food chains being

opened weekly. 

Greenbox is positioned to grow into

key players within our emerging

market segments and become a

mainstream part of the overal ethical

food revoution.

THE MARKET
OPPORTUNITY

25% of all
British People

£5bn UK
Market

1 in 3 Brits have
reduced meat
consumption

The largest food
trend in the country

Displacing traditional industry  
with sustainable & ethically
driven business.



Our forecasted revenue for 2022 was £400,000, we are on track to end

the year with revenues of £500,000. Profit from 2022 has been spent

paying off debts incurred from the pandemic whilst investing into new

revenue generating business functions. 

We expect to 2X our revenue for 2023, with a greater focus on

streamlining business functions. With financial backing we can expand

further within our business functions, acquiring essential assets to

service the most prestigious and high-value contracts.

FORECAST



The Company 

Ownership & Management

Tom Smith - CoFounder & Director of Events
Toms background comes from a degree in event management, his passion for
the hospitality industry comes from a career spanning across all types of
events. Tom managed public events alongside his degree, now organising
Greenbox events with the largest venues in the country. Having worked in the
event industry his whole life, tom wants to see Greenbox as the largest vegan
event caterer in the UK. 

Ross Milne - CoFounder & Operational Director
Cooking with family from a young age first kindled Ross’ love of food. After
years of travelling, and different careers in the food and hospitality sector.
Ross has developed and refined his passion for food, and plant based
cuisines. Ross aims to change the way plant-based food is perceived, and bring
Greenbox to the forefront of the plant-based sector.

Charles Howe - Commercial & Corporate Director
Having grown up within a family run catering equipment business he has
extensive knowledge of the industry along with a network of long-standing
relationships. His education has been dedicated to business management and
growth, graduating from The University of Southampton in Management
and Small Business Entrepreneurship. Joining the the team in 2018, he added
his experience managing event activations for some of the largest UK drink
brands. Charles has the goal to permanently reduce the environmental impact
of the UKs event & food industries.

George Lunn - Executive Chef
 Classically trained chef set on pioneering the plant-based movement. George
joined the team to lead the contract catering arm of the company.

 



Key Company Information

Greenbox Food Ltd. 
Taynish, 
Station Road
Lower Shiplake 
Oxon
RG9 4BU

Registered Office

Company Number

VAT Number

Telephone

Website

Accountants and Auditors

Bankers

Unit 8 Goodson Mews, Thame
Wellington Street, OX9 3BX

10973230 

317350913

07828888898

www.greenboxfoodco.com

James Harris
Strive x Ltd
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